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ACTIVITIES OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

The institute has a registered alumni association. A complete electronic database of alumni 
is maintained. 

 
Silver Jubilee Celebrations of alumni batches 

 
Every year, the batch celebrating its Silver Jubilee year has its Silver Jubilee programme 
on campus in the last week of December. The programme includes a get together of the 
alumni with felicitation of teachers. The Institute hosts lunch and their stay on the campus. 
Alumni contribute academically and financially towards the development of the 
institution and its programmes. Some batches have gone back to their adopted villages and 
contributed to village development schemes. A vibrant alumni group on social media 
interacts with undergraduates and gives them career guidance. 

 
Other activities 

 
The office bearers meet frequently and plan various activities: 

 
1. Career guidance of students 
2. Deliver talks and lectures at MGIMS 
3. Financial support to students who come from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
4. Enhancing the academic learning environment 
5. Contribution to develop institutional infrastructure 

 
Alumni  are  encouraged  to  give  feedback  about  the  institute  infrastructure  
and curriculum. Many alumni have been working for several years in the institute as faculty. 
They help in keeping the links alive with alumni. 

 
This year the activities of the alumni association could not be held due to the constraints 
of COVID-19 pandemic. 

  



 

Reunion of alumni from 1969-72 

 

Alumni get together during Golden Jubilee of MGIMS 



 

Farewell to 2015 batch interns 

 

Farewell to 2016 batch PGs 



 

Farewell to Dr Gangane, Dean MGIMS and first alumnus to lead MGIMS by alumni 

 

Farewell to Dr Gangane, Dean MGIMS and first alumnus to lead MGIMS by alumni 

 



 

Bhoomi poojan of alumni block hostel built with alumni contributions 

 

Completed hostel block built with alumni contributions 



 

Alumni meet in Delhi 

 

Completed hostel block built with alumni contributions 

 



 

Hostel built from alumni donations 

 

 

Alumni meet in Jaipur (1981 batch) 
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